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Motivation
Palmprint recognition [1] is a form of biometric recognition [2] that distinguishes
people  by  their  palmprint  patterns.  There  exist  offline (ink)  and  online  (digital
image) palmprint recognition approaches – we focus on online ones here. Palmprint
recognition  usually  features  image  acquisition,  image  preprocessing,  feature
derivation and feature classification [3-5]. As mobile devices feature increasingly
higher quality cameras, palmprint recognition becomes more interesting on mobile
devices as well. 
We are interested in successfully identifying people using their palmprint on mobile
devices – e.g.  a digital photo of the palm region of their hand, taken with their
mobile phone. The approach should be implemented as Android App and evaluated
using a small, self recorded, mobile device palmprint database.

Goals
• A suitable palmprint recognition approach should be selected, prototypically implemented and demonstrated to

work on existing palmprint data (e.g. publicly available palmprint database).
• A mobile palmprint  sample database should be recorded. Therefore,  a palmprint recording App should be

implemented. The DB should contain multiple palmprint recordings per user. It should be used to evaluate and
fine tune the already implemented palmprint recognition approach for mobile palmprint data.

• The final, evaluated palmprint recognition aproach should be implemented as Android App (e.g. by extending
the previously implemented palmprint recording App).

Research questions
• What are the requirements for practically applicable mobile palmprint  recognition and their systems? Can

existing mobile hardware (e. g. phones) be used (or extended) to perform mobile palmprint recognition? 
• Which palmprint recognition approaches are suitable for mobile palmprint authentication?
• Using the implemented approach, which recognition performance can realistically be expected in a mobile

palmprint recognition scenario – in contrast to publicly available, non-mobile palmprint data?
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